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Key takeaways
XebiaLabs, electric cloud, And Automic 
Software Are Strong Performers
Forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
Xebialabs, electric cloud, and Automic Software 
rank as Strong performers. cA technologies and 
IBM are contenders. challengers clarive, Serena 
Software, BMc Software, and Flexagon round out 
the field.

I&o Pros Are Looking For A Mix of Advanced 
And core Features
the ARA market is growing, as a number of I&o 
professionals view these tools as critical building 
blocks of a continuous delivery pipeline. I&o pros 
need ARA tools to model, deploy, and visualize 
application pipelines orchestrating existing 
tools and to handle emerging use cases such 
as microservices, test data management, and 
vulnerability tracking.

Documentation Trumps Features As A Key 
Differentiator
In previous years, ARA vendors have sprinted 
to add new features, making their offerings as 
feature-rich as possible. As ARA tools become 
more mainstream, I&o pros need documented 
features to use the products fully.

Why Read this Report
In our 38-criteria evaluation of application 
release automation (ARA) providers, we 
identified the nine most significant — Automic 
Software, BMc Software, cA technologies, 
clarive, electric cloud, Flexagon, IBM, Serena 
Software, and Xebialabs — and researched, 
analyzed, and scored them. We’ve focused on 
core documented features, such as modeling, 
deploying, and visualizing pipelines, along 
with the vendors’ ability to match a strategy to 
these features. this evaluation shows how each 
provider measures up and helps infrastructure 
and operations (I&o) professionals make the right 
choice for their organizations.
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operational Agility Is A Key Business Differentiator

customers have never been more empowered. Brand loyalty has given way to experience loyalty: 
When your fi rm doesn’t meet customers’ needs, they’ll switch allegiances without a thought. As a 
result, many companies are focusing on delivering applications faster to improve customer experiences 
and meet these rising expectations of the business.1 However, faster delivery merely leads to faster 
disappointment when the software delivery process is shoddy and defers to speed without quality. 
Automating the release of applications is a key pain point for I&o organizations today. ARA tools remove 
errors from manual processes by standardizing 
and automating the movement of applications 
between environments and thus are the critical 
fi nal step in the delivery pipeline of applications to 
improve customer experiences.

organizations today aren’t operationally agile 
enough to release at the speed that the business, 
and ultimately the customer, demands. In 
Forrester’s Q1 2016 Global Modern Service 
Delivery Benchmark online Survey, only 4% of respondents tell us that the business is very satisfi ed 
with the time it takes to release new features or changes to customers (see Figure 1). the adoption 
rate of release automation tools mirrors these fi ndings, as only 15% of respondents claim full process 
release automation (see Figure 2). clearly, adoption of release automation is in its infancy, but it needs 
to grow up fast to support superior customer experiences by continually delivering quality interactions 
and applications.

Application release 
automation is the critical fi nal 
step in the delivery pipeline 
of applications to improve 
customer experiences.
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FIGURe 1 I&o pros need Better operational Agility to Satisfy the Business

Very satisfied
4%

Somewhat satisfied
29%

Somewhat dissatisfied
40%

Very dissatisfied
15%

Don’t know/
No measurement

12%

“How satisfied do you think your business is with the time it takes to release
new features or changes to customer-facing business services or applications?”

Base: 142 global I&O professionals

Source: Forrester’s Q1 2016 Global Modern Service Delivery Benchmark Online Survey

FIGURe 2 Release Automation Is Still In Its Infancy

Base: 142 global I&O professionals

Source: Forrester’s Q1 2016 Global Modern Service Delivery Benchmark Online Survey

“Based on the types of automation that you identified that your organization
uses, please select the level of automation that most closely resembles your
environment today across all life-cycle stages chosen.”

Individual task
13%

Full process
automation
15%

Multiple tasks
42%

None/unknown
30%
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Delivering Velocity Mandates Speed And Quality Across the life cycle

ARA tools model and package software code that you can release consistently across development, 
testing, and production environments. these packages are deceptive, with the degree of governance 
dependent on the creation methodology for the model. At the most basic level, the release package 
model includes a bill of materials for the different prebuilt software components and information on the 
order in which to install them for the application. the greater the granularity of the model, the greater 
the value. For instance, pairing an application model with confi guration, middleware, network, and 
infrastructure models represents a more complete version of the release package. I&o pros use ARA 
tools to track changes to any of the components in the model, enabling drift tracking, and when those 
changes are unsuccessful, enabling fallback. Furthermore, the model will determine the supporting 
software to include, where to get it, in what order to install it, and any dependencies you need to create 
a complete application model.2

Documentation Is critical to ARA Success

For ARA tools to transition from infancy to maturity, they must not only be feature-rich but also 
document these features to assure adoption. In today’s world, documentation is anything that I&o 
pros can easily absorb, not just product manuals, Youtube videos, blogs, or even forums or podcasts. 
unfortunately, our customer interviews of ARA users reveal that ARA documentation is insuffi cient. this 
insuffi cient documentation has hindered adoption of ARA tools. challenges include:

 › Slow spread throughout the organization. ARA customers complained that without proper 
documentation, it was diffi cult to pass ARA tools to other teams across the company. Instead, the 
ARA vendor’s consultants trained I&o pros, who then educated other teams on how to use the 
tool. the need to spread ARA knowledge 
individually slows I&o pros’ ability to increase 
usage of ARA tools.

 › Keeping ongoing costs down. If a tree 
falls in a forest when no one’s there, does it 
make a sound? In the spirit of this age-old 
question, if features aren’t documented, will 
I&o pros achieve their goals of velocity and 
quality of releases? In our interviews, ARA 
customers told us that if they’re unable to fi nd 
a documented solution in the product, they often spend time on the phone with product support or 
spent more money on consulting. For I&o pros to avoid wasting time, they need to be able to learn 
about the tools themselves.

For ARA tools to transition 
from infancy to maturity, they 
must not only be feature-rich 
but also document these 
features to assure adoption.
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Application Release Automation evaluation overview

to assess the state of the application release automation market and see how the vendors stack 
up against each other, Forrester evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of top ARA vendors. After 
examining past research, user needs assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we developed a 
comprehensive set of evaluation criteria. We evaluated vendors against 38 criteria, which we grouped 
into three high-level buckets:

 › current offering that provides a minimum set of capabilities. to be considered, evaluated 
vendors had to provide a minimum set of capabilities, including strong automation capabilities; 
release package modeling; moving releases; pipeline management; pipeline governance; vendor 
usage; ApI coverage; scalability; and out-of-the-box third-party plug-ins.

 › Strategy that leads to better offerings in the future. to assess strategy, we analyzed product 
strategy; market approach; execution road map; consulting; and training and cost.

 › Market presence that shows vendor stability. to score market presence, we analyzed installed 
base; revenue; and corporate profitability.

evaluated Vendors And Inclusion criteria

Forrester included nine vendors in the assessment: Automic Software, BMc Software, cA 
technologies, clarive, electric cloud, Flexagon, IBM, Serena Software, and Xebialabs. each of these 
vendors has (see Figure 3):

 › established itself as a leading ARA vendor. the vendors’ tools support at least 70% of the 
creating and moving release features specified in the “Vendor landscape: Application Release 
Automation tools” Forrester report.3

 › Sparked interest from Forrester’s client base. Forrester has seen continuing interest from our 
client base in the form of regular, unaided mentions and inquiries from Forrester clients over the 
past 12 months.

 › Delivered publicly available documentation. We required that evaluated vendors provide publicly 
available documentation for release package modeling, moving releases, pipeline management, 
pipeline governance, vendor usage, ApI coverage, scalability, and out-of-the-box third-party plug-
ins at the beginning of the Forrester Wave™ evaluation project.
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FIGURe 3 evaluated Vendors: product Information And Selection criteria

• Each vendor has established itself as a leading ARA vendor. The vendors’ tools support at least 70%
of the creation and moving release features speci�ed in the “Vendor Landscape: Application Release
Automation Tools” Forrester report.

• Each vendor has sparked interest from Forrester’s client base. Forrester has seen continuing interest
from our client base in the form of regular, unaided mentions and inquiries from Forrester clients over the
past 12 months.

• Each vendor has delivered publicly available documentation. We required that evaluated vendors
provide publicly available documentation for release package modeling, moving releases, pipeline man-
agement, pipeline governance, vendor usage, API coverage, scalability, and out-of-the-box third-party
plug-ins at the beginning of the Forrester Wave™ evaluation project.

Vendor selection criteria

Vendor

Automic Software

BMC Software

CA Technologies

Clarive

Electric Cloud

Flexagon

IBM

Serena Software

XebiaLabs

Product evaluated

Automic Release Automation

Release Lifecycle Management Suite

Release Automation
Release Automation Continuous Delivery Edition

Clarive

ElectricFlow

FlexDeploy

UrbanCode Deploy
UrbanCode Release

Release Manager

XL Release
XL Deploy

Product version
evaluated

11.2.2

5.04.0

6.2
6.2

6.60

6.5

4.0

6.2.1.1
6.2.1.0

5.0
5.5
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Vendor profiles

We intend this evaluation of the ARA market to be a starting point only. We encourage clients to view 
detailed product evaluations and adapt criteria weightings to fit their individual needs through the 
Forrester Wave excel-based vendor comparison tool (see Figure 4).

FIGURe 4 Forrester Wave™: Application Release Automation, Q3 ’16

Challengers Contenders Leaders
Strong

Performers

StrategyWeak Strong

Current
offering

Weak

Strong

Go to Forrester.com
to download the 
Forrester Wave tool for 
more detailed product 
evaluations, feature 
comparisons, and 
customizable rankings.

Market presence

Automic Software

BMC Software

Clarive

Electric Cloud

Flexagon

IBM

Serena Software

XebiaLabs
CA Technologies
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FIGURe 4 Forrester Wave™: Application Release Automation, Q3 ’16 (cont.)

All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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Strong Performers

 › XebiaLabs. Xl Deploy is an automation solution for Devops and continuous delivery teams. Xl 
Release contains support for pipeline management and orchestrates deployments. Xl Deploy and 
Xl Release show strong support for third-party integrations and their execution road map while 
also showing sound support for several categories, such as release package modeling, market 
approach, and consulting and training. overall, Xl Deploy and Xl release have clear and concise 
documentation that is both informative and descriptive, especially on deployment scenario support.

 › electric cloud. electricFlow automates and standardizes application deployments throughout 
the software delivery process. It shows strong release package modeling, scalability, and market 
approach while also showing sound support for third-party integrations and their execution road 
map. electricFlow documents heavily, not only with product documentation but also with product 
video and presentations, which makes it difficult to follow use cases.

 › Automic Software. Automic Release Automation automates deployments across all environments, 
provisions infrastructure and full application stacks, and integrates with the entire Devops tool 
chain. Release Automation has strong consulting and training while also showing sound support 
for third-party integrations, market approach, and execution road map. use case drives the release 
automation documentation, which shows complete scenarios and relies heavily on video.

contenders

 › cA Technologies. Release Automation and Release Automation continuous Delivery edition are a 
continuous delivery solution to orchestrate and automate complex application release deployments 
from development through production. Release Automation and continuous Delivery edition 
show strong pipeline governance, ApI coverage; and third-party integrations as well as sound 
release package modeling; product strategy; and consulting and training. Release Automation 
and continuous Delivery edition documentation comes in multiple forms, such as presentations, 
product videos, and product documentation, which makes it difficult to understand complete use 
cases.

 › IBM. urbancode includes urbancode Deploy and urbancode Release. IBM urbancode Deploy 
orchestrates and automates the deployment of applications, databases, and configurations into 
development, test, and production environments, while IBM urbancode Release aids in release 
planning and pipeline management. urbancode shows strong scalability and support for third-
party integrations. urbancode documentation is highly distributed across multiple formats, which 
makes it difficult to understand use cases.

challengers

 › clarive. clarive provides a highly customizable, pragmatic solution for end-to-end lean application 
delivery, orchestrating the deployment of applications and services and catering to both traditional 
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and Agile methodologies. this is the first year we have included clarive in a Forrester Wave; 
it shows strong support for criteria such as model creation, pipeline governance, third-party 
integrations, and ApI coverage and sound support for criteria such as release package modeling 
and product strategy. use case drives clarive documentation, which relies heavily on videos.

 › Serena Software. Micro Focus completed its acquisition of Serena Software in May 2016.4 the 
Release Manager suite enables multimodal It, including continuous delivery, deployment pipelines, 
and gated releases, by automating application, infrastructure, and testing deployments across all 
environments. Release Manager suite demonstrates strong scalability. Serena documentation is 
technical rather than driven by use case.

 › BMc Software. Release lifecycle Management (RlM) Suite manages software release planning, 
coordination, application packaging, and deployment automation. RlM consists of BMc 
Release process Management, BMc Release package and Deploy, and a limited license of BMc 
Bladelogic Server Automation for application automation. this is the first year we have included 
BMc RlM Suite in a Forrester Wave evaluation; the offering makes use of BMc Software’s services 
to provide sound consulting and training. Forrester found BMc Software documentation to be very 
text-based, without many screen shots or use cases, although fixes to the documentation have 
come in later iterations.

 › Flexagon. FlexDeploy automates the software delivery life cycle and improves the speed, quality, 
and cost of software development and operations by providing automation, controls, and visibility 
of changes across environments, both on-premises and in the cloud. this is the first year we have 
included Flexagon in a Forrester Wave; it offers sound consulting and training and good support 
for oracle applications. Flexagon relies heavily on production documentation and video, although it 
includes many screen shots with minimal use cases.
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engage With An Analyst
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Supplemental Material

online Resource

the online version of Figure 4 is an excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings.

Data Sources Used In This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of two data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each 
solution. We evaluated the vendors participating in this Forrester Wave, in part, using materials that 
they provided to us by September 14, 2016.

 › Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation 
criteria. once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where 
necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.

https://go.forrester.com/apps/
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
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 › customer reference calls. to validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also conducted 
reference calls with three of each vendor’s current customers.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria to be evaluated in this 
market. From that initial pool of vendors, we then narrow our final list. We choose these vendors based 
on: 1) product fit; 2) customer success; and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate vendors that have 
limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. to evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, 
we gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or 
other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave evaluation — and then score the vendors based 
on a clearly defined scale. We intend these default weightings to serve only as a starting point and 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the excel-based tool. 
the final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, strategy, and 
market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product capabilities and 
vendor strategies evolve. For more information on the methodology that every Forrester Wave follows, 
go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html.

Survey Methodology

Forrester fielded the Q1 2016 Global Modern Service Delivery Benchmark online Survey to 385 
individuals. only a portion of survey results are illustrated in this report. For quality assurance, we 
screened respondents to ensure that they met certain standards in terms of job responsibilities in It 
roles and are involved with customer-facing business services/applications. exact sample sizes are 
provided in this report on a question-by-question basis. Respondents were asked for their opinions 
on the current state of modern service delivery and Devops. these respondents were narrowed 
down to those who were able to completely answer the full scope of modern service delivery and 
Devops questions.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including Forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with our Integrity 
policy. For more information, go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html.
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endnotes
1 For more information about software and its ability to meet customer expectation gaps, see the “the Software-

powered Business” Forrester report.

2 For more information on features that I&o pros should consider when evaluating application release automation tools, 
see the “Vendor landscape: Application Release Automation tools” Forrester report.

3 Specifically, we used the features listed in Figure 4 (single, logical release created from multiple builds; releases 
versioned; software bill of materials created and versioned; system environment templates created and versioned; 
infrastructure environment template created and versioned; configuration template created and versioned; rollback 
supported; and drift tracked) and Figure 5-4 (mix of automatic and manual steps; email notification; GuI notifications; 
GuI for deployment plans; discover and model an environment; and automatically decommission an environment) 
to qualify vendors. For additional information, see the “Vendor landscape: Application Release Automation tools” 
Forrester report.

4 Micro Focus completed its acquisition of Serena Software, announced on March 22, 2016, in May. Source: “Micro 
Focus completes Acquisition of Serena Software, Inc.,” Micro Focus press release, May 2, 2016 (https://www.
microfocus.com/about/press-room/article/2016/micro-focus-completes-acquisition-of-serena-software-inc).

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES116564
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES116564
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119004
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES119004
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